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Feb 9, 11:30 am
WTGS Luncheon.
Peter P. Flaig. Topic: A
Tidally-Influenced, HighLatitude Alluvial/Coastal
Plain: Late Cretaceous
(Early Maestrichtian)
Prince Creek Fm., North
Feb 16—11:30 am
3
PBS-SEPM luncheon
Lance L. Lambert. Topic:
New Perspectives on Old
Problems in the type
Guadalupian (Middle Permian) Series: the Devil is
April 30-May 2, PBSSEPM Annual Field
Trip. Dr. P. Holterhoff
Texas Tech, University
Lower Permian, Central
Tx
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Describe, document observable and repeatable
events within the natural world or describe
additional evidence they observe and report in
their paper in support of an existing scientific
hypothesis:
OR Present,. document observable and repeatable events that raise questions that either
refute or weaken a pre-existing hypothesis,
which leads to its proposed refinement or the
proposal of an alternate hypothesis.
Such assumptions about published literature
cannot be made today because increasingly the
scientific method is not being modeled in some
circles, nor taught or taught accurately in our
public schools and our colleges. Also researchers are making claims that are presented as
―fact‖ when there is a significant amount of published research that is omitted or evidence is
only presented that supports their ―fact.‖

March 9—11:30 am
WTGS—Luncheon
Mike Pope. Topic TBA
March 16th PBS-SEPM
11:30 am Luncheon
PBS- SEPM Calendar Information and they are
available

Remember when a scientist gave an interview
or published their research in a journal, the
scientific community could rest assured that it
had undergone peer review, represented significant amounts of time, effort, perhaps significant research dollars and thought? The scientist would state a hypothesis being tested and
then present voluminous evidence in support
of that scientific hypothesis. The scientist
would also cite and integrate other reported
instances that both supported and/or weakened the hypothesis of the paper. Rarely could
a scientific paper survive the review or editorial process if it had an interpretive ― slant‖ or
―flavor‖ detectible or which omitted other
serious research on the topic. Truly scientific
research publications/presentations always:
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PBS-SEPM Digital Publica- 7
tion Project DVD order
form
Individual Sponsors of
8
PBS-SEPM

Proponents supporting the anthropogenic
source for global warming often present only
temperature records back 150 years at most. If
the geologic record of the last 1-3 million years
were included in the testing of their hypothesis
of anthropogenic global warming (i.e., human
sources), it becomes apparent that there have
been climatic warm and cool cycles long before

Fred H. Behnken
the industrial revolution or even before human
beings became farmers and abandoned a nomadic
life. The combined evidence refutes the hypothesis
that human sources of green house gases are the
primary cause of the present global warming. More
important is the fact that we have been and continue to be poor stewards of our natural resources.
The scientific method is a unique approach describing events, happenings in the world and the universe. The scientific methodology requires curiosity
and observation. An observer notices a particular
phenomenon. if it is repeated, the observer may
wonder how or what causes that phenomenon.
The curious observer proposes an idea termed a
hypothesis to explain the observed phenomenon.
The hypothesis is then tested with carefully documented experiments, repeated detailed measurements, observations, or descriptions of the test for
the phenomena. The experiment is repeated until a
sizable body of measurements are accumulated to
allow the hypothesis to be supported, altered and
refined by more testing or to be entirely refuted by
the evidence. The detailed procedures, measurements, and interpreted results are published indicating that the hypothesis is supported or refuted.
A scientific hypothesis by definition must be capable
of being disproven or refuted by other evidence.
If the hypothesis is correct, then another observer
can repeat the same detailed tests and achieve the
identical result. Other people should and do test
the hypothesis by repeating the exact procedures.
In scientific investigations, a theory is not just an
―idea‖, but is a hypothesis that has been repeatedly
supported by other investigator’s data In the scientific community. A hypothesis becomes a Theory to
explain the phenomena. If the Theory seems to
always apply, the Theory becomes a Law. The Law
of Gravity always explains the rate at which objects
fall when dropped on earth. For instance the Law
of Thermodynamics applies consistently to energy.
So when a nonscientist discredits a scientific theory
―as just an opinion, idea or theory‖ and doesn’t cite
exhaustive and repeatable evidence that supports
the refutation, they are not being honest. FHB
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PBS-SEPM Executive Board (2009-2010)
President:

Fred H. Behnken

fred_behnken@kindermorgan.com

688-2344

President Elect:

Teri McGuigan

tmcguigan1@suddenlink.net

770-7099

First Vice President

David M. Thomas

dthomas@treyresources.net

570-6898

Second Vice President:

Robert Nail

rnail@stmaryland.com

688-1708

Treasurer:

James L. Hawkins

jhawkins@midland.oilfield.slb.com

571-4626

Secretary:

Cindy E. Bowden

cindy_bowden@kindermorgan.com

688-3785

Executive Director:

Paula Mitchell

wtgs@wtgs.org

683-1573

Do you have an idea for an interesting luncheon talk? Have a core workshop you’d like to present? Have
some suggestions on how PBS-SEPM can better serve the geologic community? Just click on the e-mail above
and drop us a note—your PBS-SEPM Executive Board would love to hear from you!

“The past history of
our globe must be
explained by what can
be seen to be happening now. No powers
are to be employed
that are not natural to
the globe, no action to
be admitted except
those of which we
know the principle”
James Hutton
(1726-1797)
Chemist, Naturalist
and early geologist

Corporate Sponsorships (2009-2010)

If you are interested in a sponsorship opportunity, please call Paula Mitchell for more details at (432) 6831573.

Wagner & Brown, Ltd.

PBS-SEPM is
grateful for the
generosity of
these corporate
sponsors !

Your Corporate Logo could be here.
Your logo will be on the website, in every newsletter, on the Power Point
shown prior to every luncheon and in the calendar credits for one year June
to May.

PBS-SEPM Calendars now on Sale $10 each
PBS-SEPM Luncheon Talk: Tuesday, February 16, 2010

P BS-SEP M Luncheon Tal k: F ebr uar y 17t h

TITLE: New Perspectives on Old Problems in the Type Guadalupian
TITLE: Q-Land, Point-Receiver Land Seismic System

(Middle Permian Series): the Devil is in the Details.

SPEAKER:
El-kaseeh
Houston,
TX)
SPEAKER:
LanceGeorge
L. Lambert,
Ph.D,(WesternGeco-Schlumberger;
Department of Geosciences, UT
at San Antonio,
TX
ABSTRACT:The Guadalupian Series is the world reference standard for the Middle
ABSTRACT:
Q-Land is a point-receiver acquisition and processing system capable of acquiring up to 30,000 chan-

Permian—a
major
nels in real
time.unit of the Geologic Time Scale. It was ratified by the International

Commission
on Stratigraphy
(ICS) of the International Union of Geological Sciences as
High-capacity
ground network
Q-Land system was built to record data from individual geophone accelerometers (GACs). Each
part ofThe
the
ongoing process to establish a single global standard Geologic Time Scale.
sensor transmits a digital trace to the Q-Land central system through a cable-based ground network

that usesbegan
a hybridasofacopper
andovercome
fiber optic transmission
media to support
thegeologists
high data volumes.
The
The process
way to
misunderstanding
between
from difQ-Land ground network is designed to operate in temperate and desert climates.

ferent continents who were using different time scale standards. A local payoff occurs
Flexible power supply
because,
when various regions are evaluated as candidates for the reference standard, the
The ground network is powered by a combination of solar panels and conventional battery technol-

that minimizes
battery management
logisticsinand
footprint. In
areas of
high region.
daylight,
vettingogyprocedures
produce
detailed studies
theenvironmental
boundary intervals
within
each

the excess solar power is used to re-charge the conventional batteries for backup power and nighttimeof
operations.
One
the benefits of having your region’s reference candidate selected as the world
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“Most
institutions
demand
unqualified
faith, but the
institution of
science makes
skepticism a
virtue”
Robert K. Merton,
Social Theory,
1957.
“The Q-Land Q-Xpress system enables a
field cube to be produced within a few
days of acquisition”

standard
is that
terms familiar to you become part of the global Geologic Time Scale.
Source
driventhe
acquisition
The Q-Land source manager interfaces with third-party source control electronics in the recording

The primary
objective
of the ICS
is to attain
definitions
thatfleets,
can or
beexplosives.
correlated as pretruck to enable
source-driven
acquisition
using multiple
vibrator

cisely Real-time
as possible
worldwide.
Olderdata
references
quality
control and in-field
processingwere often established with unconformiof acquisition and processing through the Q-Land Q-Xpress system enables near-real-time
ties asIntegration
boundaries,
or are based on the ranges of fossils that do not have a worldwide

“There are in fact

distribution. As a consequence, the regional boundary definitions commonly change a bit

two things, science

seismic data analysis and processing.

The Q-Land Q-Xpress system efficiently handles the data volumes involved in processing 30,000 chan-

nels ratified
of uncorrelated
vibroseis
and dramatically
for units
into the
globaldata,
Geological
Time reduces
Scale. Q-Land single-sensor data turnaround

time. The Q-Xpress hardware resides in both the recording truck and a dedicated field system. The

and opinion; the

many processing centers. The field deliverables (group-formed data and field cubes) are sent to the

former begets

This
talk
how data
those
changes
affect
Guadalupian
concepts
incapacity
its typetorelatter
is awill
fully address
mobile seismic
processing
center
with
processing power
and disk
rival
gion, and
then will
explore seismic
some new
results gleaned
from
theordetailed
stratigraphic
nominated
WesternGeco
data processing
center for
archive
further enhanced
processing.
study required for a world reference standard.

The Q-Land Q-Xpress system enables a field cube to be produced within a few days of acquisition.
More Information: http://www.westerngeco.com/content/services/q_technology/q_land/index.asp

BIO: Lance L. Lambert, Ph. D

Dr. Lance L. Lambert is an Associate Professor in the Department of Geological Sci-

knowledge, the
latter ignorance .”

Hippocrates

BI OGRAP HY: Geor ge El- kaseeh

ences at the University of Texas at San Antonio. He earned his B.S. and M.S. degrees
George A&M
currently
works in and
the Integrated
Survey
Evaluation
and Design
of Westfrom Texas
University,
his Ph.D.Solutions
from the
University
of Iowa,
all inTeam
geology.

ernGeco-Schlumberger in Houston, TX. His industry experience relating to Q-Land 3-D seismic

Previously
he held a faculty position at Texas State University-San Marcos. He has speincludes:
3 years onboard acquisition, processing, and QC
5 years in-house processing and project management
years on
survey
evaluation
and design task groups that
He 2.5
serves
several
international

cialized at integrating paleontology and stratigraphy, focusing primarily on the Late Paleozoic.

are working to develop a stan-

dard, WHEN:
worldwide Geologic
Time
Scale. Dr.
Lambert
Tuesday,
February
17,
2009 is a past recipient of the W. Storrs
Cole Memorial
Award
from the Geological Society of America and the CushWHERE:Research
Midland
Center

TIME: 11:30-1:00
PM as Chair of the South-Central Section of the Paleonman Foundation.
He has served
tological Society and on the Paleontological Society Council. He has published more than
fifty scientific papers.

(c. 460—c377
BCE), Greek
Physician and
Lawyer
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PBS-SEPM UPCOMING EVENT

2010 System
Spring
TITLE: Q-Land, Point-Receiver Land Seismic

Fieldtrip – Central Texas
by Dr. Peter Holterhoff,
SPEAKER: George El-kaseehLed
(WesternGeco-Schlumberger;
Houston,Texas
TX) Tech University
ABSTRACT:
April 30 thru May 2
Q-Land is a point-receiver acquisition and processing system capable of acquiring up to 30,000 channels in real time.

Sequence Stratigraphy and Depositional Systems of the Eastern
Shelf Lower Permian, Central Texas:

High-capacity ground network
The Q-Land system was built to record data from individual geophone accelerometers (GACs). Each
sensor transmits a digital trace to the Q-Land central system through a cable-based ground network
Examining the Tropical Record of Late Paleozoic
that uses a hybrid of copper and fiber optic transmission media to support the high data volumes. The
Q-Land ground network is designed to operate in temperate and desert climates.

The goal of this field trip is to examine the Wolfcampian and Leonardian units exposed on the Eastern Shelf of
the Midland Basin in order to compare and contrast the evolving depositional systems and sequence
Flexible power supply
stratigraphic
motifs through
interval
of Earth
history.
Specifically,
Early Permian marks the transiThe ground network
is poweredthis
by acritical
combination
of solar
panels and
conventional
batterythe
technoltion
from
the
acme
of
the
Late
Paleozoic
global
icehouse
in
the
earliest
Permian
to
an essentially ice – free
ogy that minimizes battery management logistics and environmental footprint. In areas of high daylight,
the
excess
solar
power
is
used
to
re-charge
the
conventional
batteries
for
backup
power
and
nightmiddle Early Permian world. In the tropics, this global climate change is manifest by significant changes in
time operations.
lithofacies
types and sequence stratigraphic architecture, which is clearly seen on the Eastern Shelf outcrop belt.
Source driven acquisition

Focus
intervals/stops
on this
trip include:
1) the source
lower control
Wolfcampian
Group between Coleman and
The Q-Land
source manager
interfaces
with third-party
electronicsupper
in the Cisco
recording
truck to enable
acquisition
multiple high
vibrator
fleets, or explosives.
Breckenridge
tosource-driven
examine the
high – using
amplitude/
– frequency
sequences characteristic of the Lower Permian
icehouse. These sequences are characterized by abrupt vertical facies transitions, thin but well –
Real-time quality control and in-field data processing
developed
open marine carbonates during maximum transgression, and well – developed lowstand incised valley
Integration of acquisition and processing through the Q-Land Q-Xpress system enables near-real-time
fills,seismic
2) the
upper
Wolfcampian
data
analysis
and processing.lower Albany Group (Admiral Formation) between Coleman and Albany to
examine the transition interval between the Cisco icehouse type sequences and the overlying ―greenhouse‖
The Q-Land
Q-Xpress system
efficiently
handles
the dataAlbany
volumesGroup,
involved in
30,000
chansequences
architectures
of the
middle
and upper
3)processing
the upper
Wolfcampian
– lower
nels of uncorrelated
vibroseis
data, and
reduces Q-Land
turnaround
Leonardian
Belle Plains,
Clyde,
anddramatically
Lueders formations
of single-sensor
the Albanydata
Group
between Coleman and Albany to
time. The Q-Xpress hardware resides in both the recording truck and a dedicated field system. The
examine
thick
carbonate
– dominated
sequences
characteristic
icecapacity
– free to
global
latter is the
a fully
mobile
seismic data
processing center
with processing
power andofdisk
rival climates. These
sequences
are characterized
bydeliverables
stepped (group-formed
vertical facies
transitions,
thick
many processing
centers. The field
data
and field cubes)
are packages
sent to the of marginal to open marine
nominated–WesternGeco
seismic
data processing centerand
for archive
further enhanced
processing.
carbonate
clastic facies
couplets/rhythmites,
poorlyordeveloped
lowstand
lithofacies packages, 4) if time
permits, examination of the late Leonardian upper Clear Fork and San Angelo interval around Bronte,
The Q-Land Q-Xpress
system enables
field cube totransition
be produced
within
days
acquisition.
representing
the late highstand
anda lowstand
from
thea few
Early
toofMiddle
Permian super sequence.
More Information:
http://www.westerngeco.com/content/services/q_technology/q_land/index.asp
Participants
will leave
Midland at 3:00 PM on Friday April 30, where we will take vans or personal vehicles to
Abilene, where the trip will begin with a dinner and opening presentation Friday, April 30. Stops for Saturday,
May 1 will be centered around Cisco, Breckenridge, and Albany, with the day ending back in Abilene. The stops
for Sunday, May 2 will be centered around Coleman with a return to Midland Sunday afternoon.
BI OGRAP HY: Geor ge El- kaseeh

George currently works in the Integrated Solutions Survey Evaluation and Design Team of WesternGeco-Schlumberger in Houston, TX. His industry experience relating to Q-Land 3-D seismic
includes:
3 years onboard acquisition, processing, and QC
5 years in-house processing and project management
2.5 years survey evaluation and design

CHECK OUR WEBSITE AT www.pbs-sepm.org FOR UPDATES ON
THE 2010 SPRING FIELD TRIP
Contact Information: Paula Mitchell, Executive Director
PBS-SEPM,
P. O. Box 1595, Midland, Texas 79702
WHEN: Tuesday, February
17, 2009
Phone:
(432)
683-1573
Fax (432) 686-7827
e-mail: wtgs@wtgs.org
WHERE: Midland Center
TIME: 11:30-1:00 PM
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PBS-SEPM UPCOMING EVENT

TITLE: Q-Land, Point-Receiver Land2010
SeismicSpring
System

Fieldtrip – Central Texas
Led
by Dr. Peter Holterhoff,
Texas
SPEAKER: George El-kaseeh
(WesternGeco-Schlumberger;
Houston,
TX) Tech University
ABSTRACT:
April 30 thru May 2
Q-Land is a point-receiver acquisition and processing system capable of acquiring up to 30,000 channels in real time.
High-capacity ground network
The Q-Land system was built to record data from individual geophone accelerometers (GACs). Each
sensor transmits a digital trace to the Q-Land central system through a cable-based ground network
that uses a hybrid of copper and fiber opticTAKE
transmission
mediato
to support
the high data volumes. The
a trip
the Tropics
Q-Land ground network is designed to operate in temperate and desert climates.
Flexible power supply
The ground network is powered by a combination of solar panels and conventional battery technology that minimizes battery management logistics and environmental footprint. In areas of high daylight,
the excess solar power is used to re-charge the conventional batteries for backup power and nighttime operations.
Source driven acquisition
The Q-Land source manager interfaces with third-party source control electronics in the recording
truck to enable source-driven acquisition using multiple vibrator fleets, or explosives.
Real-time quality control and in-field data processing
Integration of acquisition and processing through the Q-Land Q-Xpress system enables near-real-time
seismic data analysis and processing.
The Q-Land Q-Xpress system efficiently handles the data volumes involved in processing 30,000 channels of uncorrelated vibroseis data, and dramatically reduces Q-Land single-sensor data turnaround
time. The Q-Xpress hardware resides in both the recording truck and a dedicated field system. The
latter is a fully mobile seismic data processing center with processing power and disk capacity to rival
many processing centers. The field deliverables (group-formed data and field cubes) are sent to the
nominated WesternGeco seismic data processing center for archive or further enhanced processing.
The Q-Land Q-Xpress system enables a field cube to be produced within a few days of acquisition.
More Information: http://www.westerngeco.com/content/services/q_technology/q_land/index.asp

BI OGRAP HY: Geor ge El- kaseeh

George currently works in the Integrated Solutions Survey Evaluation and Design Team of WesternGeco-Schlumberger in Houston, TX. His industry experience relating to Q-Land 3-D seismic
includes:
3 years onboard acquisition,
processing,
and QCof the Late Paleozoic, Central Texas
- That is
the tropics
5 years in-house processing and project management
2.5 years survey evaluation and design

-

Start Planning for the 2010 PBS-SEPM Field Trip

“…when times get tough there is a lower margin for error, therefore, we should be putting more
WHEN:
February
geoscience Tuesday,
into understanding
plays,17,
not2009
less, i.e., if you’re going to develop a play in tough economic
WHERE:
times, it’s best
Midland
to knowCenter
as much as possible about it in order to minimize the amount of money spent
unproductively….
“ Attributed
to Kirt Campion by John Lorenz, AAPG Explorer, December,
TIME:
11:30-1:00
PM
2009, p. 3.
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TITLE:

PBS-SEPM 2010 CALENDAR
ORDER FORM
Q-Land, Point-Receiver Land Seismic System

SPEAKER: George El-kaseeh (WesternGeco-Schlumberger; Houston, TX)
ABSTRACT:

CALENDARS ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR $10.00

Q-Land is a point-receiver acquisition and processing system capable of acquiring up to 30,000 channels in real time.

High-capacity
ground
This
is the third
yearnetwork
for the PBS-SEPM West Texas calendar and the first year for members to show off
The Q-Land system was built to record data from individual geophone accelerometers (GACs). Each
their photography in a photo contest. We had an excellent turnout as over 100 photos were entered into
sensor transmits a digital trace to the Q-Land central system through a cable-based ground network
thethat
contest
making
it veryand
difficult
to transmission
choose themedia
13 that
madethe
thehigh
calendar.
uses a hybrid
of copper
fiber optic
to support
data volumes. The
Q-Land ground network is designed to operate in temperate and desert climates.

The calendars are 8.5x11” (folds out to 11x17”) and are offered at the same price of $15.00 / calendar.
Flexible
supply
There
is apower
special
volume discount available – one free calendar for every 5 that are purchased.

“The Q-Land Q-Xpress system enables a
The ground network is powered by a combination of solar panels and conventional battery technolfield cube to be produced within a few
ogy that minimizes battery management logistics and environmental footprint. In areas of high daylight,
days of acquisition”and
Thethecalendar
helps
toissupport
educational
programsbatteries
offered
PBS-SEPM,
non-profit organization,
excess solar
power
used to re-charge
the conventional
forby
backup
power anda nighta portion
of the proceeds from the calendar sales are dedicated to the financial aid of full-time geoscience
time operations.

college majors wanting to attend PBS-SEPM sponsored events. So each dollar spent not only helps PBSSource driven acquisition
SEPM
to serve the professional geologic community with excellence, but also Is an investment in the
The Q-Land source manager interfaces with third-party source control electronics in the recording
lives
of to
future
truck
enablegeoscience
source-drivenprofessionals.
acquisition using multiple vibrator fleets, or explosives.
Real-time quality control and in-field data processing
Integration of acquisition and processing through the Q-Land Q-Xpress system enables near-real-time
Complete
belowand
to order
PBS-SEPM 2010 Calendar:
seismic the
datafor
analysis
processing.
Member / Non-Member Price: $10.00 plus $3.00 shipping and handling per calendar
.00
The Volume
Q-Land Q-Xpress
efficiently
handles
the data
volumes
involved
in processing
30,000 chanSpecial
Discount: system
Buy 5, get
1 free [6
calendars
for $50
plus
$4.00 shipping
and handling
per bundle of 6]
nels of uncorrelated vibroseis data, and dramatically reduces Q-Land single-sensor data turnaround
time. The Q-Xpress hardware resides in both the recording truck and a dedicated field system. The
latter is a fully mobile seismic data processing center with processing power and disk capacity to rival
Quantity:
_______
Will pick up calendar(s) at WTGS Office (Y/N) ?______
many processing centers. The field deliverables (group-formed data and field cubes) are sent to the
nominated WesternGeco seismic data processing center for archive or further enhanced processing.

Sub-Total $_________
The Q-Land Q-Xpress system enables a field cube to be produced within a few days of acquisition.

Shipping: $_________ [N/A if picking up at WTGS office; otherwise $3.00 / calendar or $4.00 / bundle of 6]
More Information: http://www.westerngeco.com/content/services/q_technology/q_land/index.asp

Total:

$__________

BI OGRAP HY: Geor ge El- kaseeh

Name:____________________________________________________________________________
George currently
works in the Integrated Solutions Survey Evaluation and Design Team of WestCompany
/ Affiliation:_______________________________________________________________
ernGeco-Schlumberger in Houston, TX. His industry experience relating to Q-Land 3-D seismic
includes:
Business
Phone: _______________ Fax: _______________ E-mail: ________________________
3 years onboard acquisition, processing, and QC
5 years in-house processing and project management
Payment:
check,
cash
or credit
2.5 years
survey
evaluation
and card
design

( ) I authorize you to charge the above to my:
( )WHEN:
Master Card
( ) VisaFebruary
( ) American
Tuesday,
17,Express
2009

Exp Date:____________________

WHERE: Midland Center
Card
Number:____________________________
TIME:
11:30-1:00 PM
Make checks payable to PBS-SEPM.
Credit card orders may be faxed to (432) 686-7827.

Signature:____________________________
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PBS-SEPM Digital Publication Project

PBS-SEPM *DIGITAL* PUBLICATIONS
ORDER FORM
This is your opportunity to have the entire PBS-SEPM publication library (1955 – 2007) at your finger
tips. There is a fully searchable Table of Contents—find a topic or author just by typing in the word(s).
All publications are in Adobe PDF with all major articles being bookmarked, and all the figures are
linked in the text for quick reference. Those areas that are off limits to geologists like the Glass Mountains or Sierra Diablos have been written up in these publications. Numerous out-of-print publications
and figures and/or plates not published in the original guidebooks are now available in this library.
This includes all publications, even the special publications and coveted core workshops. Can you
imagine the hidden treasures you might find? Here is your chance to uncover them in this special
three (3) DVD set. Buy one or all.
DVD I - Symposiums & Guidebooks (1955-1989)
Member$75.00 plus 8.25% tax and $5.00 shipping and handling
Non-Member- $100.00 plus 8.25% tax and $5.00 shipping and handling
DVD II - Symposiums & Guidebooks (1990-2007)
Member$75.00 plus 8.25% tax and $5.00 shipping and handling
Non-Member- $100.00 plus 8.25% tax and $5.00 shipping and handling
DVD III - Core Workshops (82, 83, 85, 98) & Special Publications (A, 88-28, 96-39, 84)
Member$75.00 plus 8.25% tax and $5.00 shipping and handling
Non-Member- $100.00 plus 8.25% tax and $5.00 shipping and handling
Entire Set of three DVDs
Member Price
$200.00 plus 8.25% tax and $5.00 shipping and handling
Non-Member Price $250.00 plus 8.25% tax and $5.00 shipping and handling
Name: ___________________________________Company/Affiliation:____________________________
Mailing Address:_________________________________________________________________________
Business Phone: ___________________ Fax:____________________ Email:________________________
Payment: check, cash or credit card
( ) I authorize you to charge the above to my:
( ) MasterCard ( ) VISA ( ) American Express

Exp. Date:____________________________

Card number:____________________________ Signature:____________________________________
Make checks payable to PBS-SEPM.
Please send registration and payment information: PBS-SEPM, P.O. Box 1595, Midland, Texas 79702
For additional information contact: PBS-SEPM office (432) 683-1573.

Society for Sedimentary Geology
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PBS-SEPM is the Permian Basin Section of SEPM—the Society for Sedimentary
Geology. However, you do not need to be a SEPM member or a geologist to join
PBS-SEPM.

PBS-SEPM
P.O. Box 1595
Midland, TX 79702
Phone: 432-683-1573
Fax: 432-686-7827
E-mail: wtgs@wtgs.org

Our non-profit society relies upon the efforts of dedicated volunteers to serve the
geological community—primarily through educational events. These events include
monthly luncheon talks, core workshops, annual field trips, and special geological
publications. Thanks to our Education Committee we are involved in MISD 5th
grade geology presentations to interest elementary students in pursuing a career in
geosciences. We would like to increase our exposure on college campuses—
reaching out to future earth scientists through scholarships, discounted memberships, and offering full-time geology students the ability to participate in professional-grade field trips at little to no cost.
If you would like to join PBS-SEPM, you may visit our website (www.pbs-sepm.org)
to learn more about us, discover how to get involved and download a membership
form.

Individual Sponsors of PBS-SEPM ( 2009-2010)
We’re on the Web!
www.pbs-sepm.org

Individual sponsors are advertised on the PBS-SEPM website and each Newsletter. Cost is $85/year.
If you are interested in an individual sponsorship opportunity, please call Paula Mitchell for more details at (432) 683-1573.

“ Science is a great
antidote to the poison of enthusiasm
and superstition”
Adam Smith
(1723-1790) Scottish
Economist,
“An Inquiry into the
Nature and Causes of
the Wealth of Nations
(1776, 1801)

“ Chance favors the
prepared mind”
Louis Pasteur (18221895) French chemist
and bacteriologist .

Your Business Card
Could be here
Your card will be in every newsletter for one year June
to May, on the Website, the Power Point shown prior to
every luncheon and in the calendar credits.
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PBS-SEPM Core Repository Location Project
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We Need Your Assistance !

Now we
need your
help. What
doSeismic
you doSystem
when you need to find a core? Do you know of any reTITLE:
Q-Land,
Point-Receiver
Land
positories George
that aren’t
in the(WesternGeco-Schlumberger;
list below ? Do you know what
yourTX)
employer or other operators
SPEAKER:
El-kaseeh
Houston,

have done or plan to do with their core? Please contribute any such information to this effort by

ABSTRACT:
contacting the committee: David M. Orchard, Chair, david.m.orchard@conocophillips.com, 832Q-Land
is a point-receiver
processing system capable
of acquiring up to and
30,000
chan486-2314;
Dr. Emilyacquisition
Stoudt, and
stoudt_e@utpb.edu,
432-552-2244;
Andrew
nels in real time.

Parker, an-

drew.parker@whiting.com, 432-686-6784 office.

High-capacity ground network
The Q-Land system was built to record data from individual geophone accelerometers (GACs). Each
sensorfollowing
The
transmits a digital
lists of
trace
portals
to the Q-Land
and core
central
repository
system through
facilities
a cable-based
represent
ground our
network
first
that uses a hybrid of copper and fiber optic transmission media to support the high data volumes. The
PORTALS
TO
Q-Land ground network is designed to operate
in temperate
andINFORMATION
desert climates.

compilation

PTTC
has supply
a portal to the holdings of several public repositories. You can sort by repository and display
Flexible
power
their
holdings
in ismap
view.byhttp://inside.mines.edu/Research/PTTC/Core%20Locator/
“The Q-Land Q-Xpress system enables a
The
ground
network
powered
a combination of solar panels and conventional battery technolfield cube to be produced within a few
ogy that minimizes battery management logistics and environmental footprint. In areas of high daylight,
days of acquisition”
the excess solar power is used to re-charge the conventional batteries for backup power and nighttime
operations.
AGI
has a list of repositories of various geologic data, including cores. It provides contact information
and accesses
data through a map interface. http://www.agiweb.org/ngdrs/overview/datadirectory.html
Source
driven acquisition
The Q-Land source manager interfaces with third-party source control electronics in the recording
truck to enable source-driven acquisition using multiple vibrator fleets, or explosives.
Tony Troutman’s
http://www.carbonates.us/cores.htm
has a list of storage
Real-time
quality controlwebsite
and in-field
data processing
Integration
acquisition and processing through the Q-Land Q-Xpress system enables near-real-time
eral stateofrepositories.
seismic data analysis and processing.

sites, including sev-

The Q-Land Q-Xpress system efficiently handles the data volumes involved in processing 30,000 channels of uncorrelated vibroseis data, and dramatically reduces Q-Land single-sensor data turnaround
time. The Q-Xpress hardware
residesAND
in both the
recording truck and aSTORAGE
dedicated field system.
The
PUBLIC
COMMERCIAL
FACILITIES
latter is a fully mobile seismic data processing center with processing power and disk capacity to rival
many processing centers. The field deliverables (group-formed data and field cubes) are sent to the
nominated WesternGeco seismic data processing center for archive or further enhanced processing.

The USGS has a storage facility in Denver that has Permian Basin material. Their collection can be

The
Q-Land Q-Xpress
enables a field cube to be produced
within a few days of acquisition.
searched
online atsystem
http://geology.cr.usgs.gov/crc/.
303-202-4851.
More Information: http://www.westerngeco.com/content/services/q_technology/q_land/index.asp

The Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG) holds Permian Basin cores in their Midland, Houston, and
Austin facilities. See http://www.beg.utexas.edu/facilities.php for information and contacts. Their catalog
is called IGOR which has a link on above address. IGOR will be replaced soon by a more advanced database.

BI OGRAP HY: Geor ge El- kaseeh

George currently works in the Integrated Solutions Survey Evaluation and Design Team of WestNew Mexico Bureau
of Geology
Mineral
Resources
Permian
ernGeco-Schlumberger
in Houston,
TX. Hisand
industry
experience
relating tohas
Q-Land
3-D Basin
seismiccores in Socorro. Request
a
list
of
the
collection
at
http://geoinfo.nmt.edu/libraries/subsurface/home.html
includes:
3 years onboard acquisition, processing, and QC
5 years in-house processing and project management
CEED
(Center
Energy
Economic Diversification) at UT Permian Basin (http://ceed.utpb.edu/)
2.5 years
survey for
evaluation
andand
design

has Texas and New Mexico cores. 432-552-2020.

WHEN: Tuesday, February 17, 2009
WHERE:
MidlandSample
Center
The International
Library at Midland has cores and core chips. Their collection is not in a
database11:30-1:00
and must bePM
searched through index cards. 707 Connell St, Midland, TX , 79701. 432-682TIME:
2682.

